
Database Query using SQL
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 Text functions: UCASE ()/UPPER (), LCASE 

()/LOWER (), MID ()/SUBSTRING ()/SUBSTR (), 

LENGTH (), LEFT (), RIGHT (), INSTR (), LTRIM (), 

RTRIM (), TRIM ().

 Date Functions: NOW (), DATE (), MONTH (), 

MONTHNAME (), YEAR (), DAY (), DAYNAME ().

 Aggregate Functions: MAX (), MIN (), AVG (), SUM (), 

COUNT (); using COUNT (*). Querying and 

manipulating data using Group by, Having, Order by.
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 Math functions: POWER (), ROUND (), MOD ().

 Operations on Relations - Union, Intersection, 

Minus, Cartesian Product, JOIN
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Operations on Relations
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 Cartesian Product

 Join

Primary and Foreign Key
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Cartesian Product/Cross Join
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The CARTESIAN JOIN or CROSS JOIN returns the 

Cartesian product of the sets of records from two or 

more joined tables.

The SQL CROSS JOIN produces a result set:

 number of rows in the first table x  number of rows in 

the second table

 number of columns in the first table  + number of 

columns in the second table

 If no WHERE clause used along with CROSS JOIN. 

This kind of result is called as Cartesian Product.



Syntax
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The basic syntax of the CARTESIAN JOIN or 

the CROSS JOIN is as follows −

SELECT table1.column1, table2.column2... 

FROM table1, table2 [, table3 ]
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Example
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SELECT ID, NAME, AMOUNT, DATE

FROM CUSTOMERS, ORDERS;



JOIN
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The SQL Joins clause is used to combine records from two 

or more tables in a database. A JOIN is a means for 

combining fields from two tables by using values common 

to each.

SELECT ID, NAME, AGE, AMOUNT 

FROM CUSTOMERS, ORDERS

WHERE CUSTOMERS.ID = ORDERS.CUSTOMER_ID;



Joins
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General Join

Equi Join

Natural Join

Left Join

Right Join

Full Join



EQUI JOIN/ INNER JOIN
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Equi Join is same as join just the syntax is different. 

The INNER JOIN creates a new result table by combining 
column values of two tables (table1 and table2) based upon 
the join-predicate.

SELECT ID, NAME, AGE, AMOUNT 

FROM CUSTOMERS JOIN ORDERS

ON CUSTOMERS.ID = ORDERS.CUSTOMER_ID;



NATURAL JOIN
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The SQL NATURAL JOIN is a type of EQUI JOIN 

and is structured in such a way that, columns with 

the same name of associated tables will appear 

once only.

SELECT  * FROM CUSTOMERS 

NATURAL JOIN ORDERS;



LEFT JOINS
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The SQL LEFT JOIN returns all rows from the left 

table, even if there are no matches in the right table. 

This means that if the ON clause matches 0 (zero) 

records in the right table; the join will still return a 

row in the result, but with NULL in each column from 

the right table.

A left join returns all the values from the left table, plus 

matched values from the right table or NULL in case 

of no matching join predicate.



Example- LEFT JOINS
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SELECT ID, NAME, AMOUNT, DATE

FROM CUSTOMERS LEFT JOIN ORDERS 

ON CUSTOMERS.ID = ORDERS.CUSTOMER_ID;



RIGHT JOINS
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 The SQL RIGHT JOIN returns all rows from the 

right table, even if there are no matches in the left 

table. This means that if the ON clause matches 0 

(zero) records in the left table; the join will still 

return a row in the result, but with NULL in each 

column from the left table.

 This means that a right join returns all the values 

from the right table, plus matched values from the 

left table or NULL in case of no matching join 

predicate.



Example- RIGHT JOINS
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SELECT ID, NAME, AMOUNT, DATE

FROM CUSTOMERS RIGHT JOIN ORDERS 

ON CUSTOMERS.ID = ORDERS.CUSTOMER_ID;



FULL JOINS/OUTER JOINS
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 The SQL FULL JOIN combines the results of 

both left and right outer joins.

 The joined table will contain all records from both 

the tables and fill in NULLs for missing matches 

on either side.



Example-FULL JOINS
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SELECT ID, NAME, AMOUNT, DATE FROM 

CUSTOMERS FULL JOIN ORDERS ON 

CUSTOMERS.ID = ORDERS.CUSTOMER_ID;


